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THINK YOUNG PLAY HARD



THE POLO TECH SHIRT
THE NEXT EVOLUTION OF WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY

Smart Shirt. Smart App. Smart Results.

RESEARCH

The Polo Tech Shirt features sensors knitted directly into its 
core, designed to read key biological and physiological 
information. Debuted at the 2014 U.S. Open, this 
revolutionary compression shirt has the potential to revolu-
tionize how athletes in all sports train, compete and live. 

Randy Myers, Fitness Director at Sea Island Resorts and 
fitness coach to some of the game’s most successful and 
physically fit players, believes the shirt has the potential 
to be a key training tool for golfers of all ages and level of 
play. The first and only product of its kind that can monitor 
breathing rate and balance, the Polo Tech Shirt has 
particular applicability for high-pressure training situations 
as they pertain to competitive golfers—from first tee jitters 
to the shortest of putts. The capabilities of the shirt have a 
much further reach, allowing users to track real time 
biometrics—heart rate, activity levels, steps, calories—
directly on a phone or tablet.    



RESEARCH

We all see it: professional 
golfers—both men and women—
starting to look like they could be 
pro athletes—trainers, even—in 
other sports. Many attribute it to 
Tiger and the generation of 
athletic golfers that followed. 
Certainly, there will always be 
the John Daly’s and Miguel Angel 
Jimenez’s in the game, but for 
everyone else looking for an edge, 
the gym is the place to start. 

HERE TO STAY
The trend of fitness is anything but



RESEARCH

SMART APPAREL
An ample slice of a huge and healthy pie

It’s no secret that the market for 
wearable technology has the potential to 
be massive. Conservative estimates put 
the industry’s value at $9.2 billion this 
year, and forecasts it’s value could 
surpass $30 and even $50 billion in 2018. 

Following medical monitors, entertain-
ment devices and military/industrial 
applications, smart apparel accounts for 
a promising segment of this market. In 
fact, IHS predicts sales for performance 
monitors like the Polo Tech Shirt will hit 
around 60 million units by 2018; up from 
around 40 million units in 2013. 



INTRO

THINK YOUNG PLAY HARD
POWERED BY POLO TECH

In a 2011 editor’s letter, Jerry Tarde eloquently states, “THINK YOUNG, PLAY HARD. It’s not just 
about age or swing speed; it’s a way of life that’s embraced, shaken and stirred.” It’s a philosophy 
that resonates with readers of all ages—not just Millennials—and one that is especially relevant to 
golfers who are looking to improve their fitness, lifestyle and overall health.

It is in this spirit, that we present the Think Young, Play Hard Powered by Polo Tech initiative. 
Exclusively for Polo Ralph Lauren, Golf Digest has developed an innovative and dynamic integrated 
marketing platform that will garner maximum visibility and seamlessly align Polo Ralph Lauren and 
the Polo Tech Shirt with the Golf Digest brand and its Think Young, Play Hard mantra. 

+



PROGRAM OVERVIEW

OBJECTIVES
+ Introduce the Polo Tech Shirt to Golf Digest’s affluent and 
 active audience

+ Align Polo Ralph Lauren and the Polo Tech Shirt with 
 Golf Digest’s editorial issue themes and web sections

+  Engage with target consumers in relevant environments 

+  Inspire readers to lead a healthier, more informed life—both   
 on and off the course



PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Print campaign featuring the Polo Tech Shirt on 
Billy Horschel, announcing the Polo Tech Popup 
Tour and the Think Young, Play Hard Powered by 
Polo Tech sweepstakes. Powered by Polo Tech 
tagline + CTA with URL and #PoloTechSweeps

Full page listings
 Golf Digest May 2015 // The Fit Issue
 Golf Digest June 2015 // US Open Preview

Advertorial 
 Spread featuring Billy with testimonials from  
 Randy Myers and Todd Anderson

INBOOK
Golf Digest Magazine

Video ad series that echoes the print campaign, 
and inclusion in Perks promotional section

Strategic Placements 
 Pre-roll video on homepage
 Static Banners on The Loop Health & Fitness

Perks - Events
 Listing announcing the Polo Tech Popup   
 Tour

Perks - Sweeps 
 Listing announcing the Think Young, Play   
 Hard Powered by Polo Tech sweepstakes

DIGITAL MEDIA 
GolfDigest.com

ELEMENTS MAY INCLUDE...



PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Utilize social platforms to announce Popup Tour 
dates, sweepstakes and other event dates and 
details. #PoloTechPopup

SOCIAL MEDIA

Incorporate Golf Digest branding and Think 
Young, Play Hard mantra within the Polo Tech 
mobile app for the duration of the campaign. 
The app is fully developed for iOS and currently 
in production for a Google Android version, and 
is the only way for users to monitor and track 
their biometric data with the Polo Tech Shirt.

Targeted email blasts introducing the Polo 
Tech Shirt and announcing the Popup Tour and 
sweepstakes

MOBILE APP INTEGRATION

EMAIL MARKETING

SOCIAL & DIGITAL EXTENSIONS



PROGRAM OVERVIEW

EVENT INTEGRATION
Polo Tech Popup Tour

Launch a series of events called the Polo Tech Popup Tour held at various high-traffic destination 
resorts and courses. Showcase the functionality of the shirt and how it can improve your game and 
overall health. At each popup, attendees are encouraged to share via social platforms using 
#PoloTechPopup entering them to win a shirt. More platforms = more entries. The winner of each 
popup will also be entered into the Think Young, Play Hard Powered by Polo Tech sweepstakes.

Inclusion in the Hot List Equipment Demo Tour
Strategic partnership at demo tour events where the shirt will be displayed and demonstrated, 
along with onsite signage and #PoloTechPopup giveaway via social sharing. Attendees will be able 
to try the shirt and track their biometrics via onsite tablets.



PROGRAM OVERVIEW

SWEEPSTAKES
Polo Tech Sweeps

All communications—print, digital, social, email—will encourage people to share photos of themselves 
being active with #PoloTechSweeps. In addition to the winners of the individual Polo Tech Popup Tour 
events, anyone who shares during the promotion will be eligible to win 1 of 3 incredible prizes. Sharing 
more often and across platforms will increase odds of winning. Prizes are as follows.

3rd Place: 5 winners each receive a Polo Tech Shirt and a VIP gift bag with exclusive items from partners.

2nd Place: 1 winner will receive a Polo Tech Shirt, VIP gift bag and a round for 4 on 1 of Sea Island’s 3 
award-winning courses.

1st place: 1 winner will receive a Polo Tech Shirt, VIP gift bag, personal training session with Randy 
Myers and a once-in-a-lifetime round on the Seaside Course at Sea Isand with 2014 Fedex Cup 
Champion Billy Horschel, 2010 PGA Teacher of the Year, Todd Anderson and golf fitness legend, Randy 
Myers 


